Merrick Rosenberg
The Personality of Success
Merrick Rosenberg guides audience members to discover the most
interesting topic of all - themselves! Using his reimagined version of how
people learn about personality, Merrick teaches people how to tap into the
power of their personality to build stronger relationships and get results.
In Merrick’s relatable way of linking who we are to Eagles, Parrots, Doves,
and Owls, you will see yourself in his stories. This often humorous and
always insightful talk will teach you how to instantly read and connect with
others. Instead of reflexively imposing your personality on the people in
your life, you will gain the skills to anticipate what people need and adapt
with chameleon-like flexibility. From the insights gained in this talk, you will
become a stronger communicator, a more impactful team member, and a
better leader.
Merrick’s talks help people:
• Discover the four personalities they meet every day
• Understand why they click with some and clank with others…and what
to do about it!
• Gain the ability to quickly and accurately read anyone’s personality
• Heighten their emotional intelligence through greater self-awareness
• Harness the power of diverse styles to build strong, connected teams
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Personality plays out in everything we do and Merrick Rosenberg can
teach your people how to engage their personality to drive success and
build enduring relationships. Merrick has taught more than one hundred
thousand people how to use his reinvented approach to understanding
themselves and others based on the concepts described in his books, The
Chameleon, Taking Flight!, Which Bird Are You?, and Personality Wins.
Merrick is an experienced author, keynote speaker, and entrepreneur. He
is the CEO of Take Flight Learning and has worked with more than half of
the Fortune 100 companies. Merrick co-founded Team Builders Plus in 1991
and Take Flight Learning in 2012. Merrick received his MBA from Drexel
University who recently selected him as the Alumni Entrepreneur of the
Year. Under Merrick’s leadership, his company has been recognized as the
New Jersey Business of the Year and named one of the Fastest Growing
Companies and Best Places to Work in the Philadelphia area.

Contact:

856.807.1724, mrosenberg@TakeFlightLearning.com, www.MerrickRosenberg.com
Nationwide availability for conferences and events - based near Philadelphia

